
Berard Selby 	 3/15/91 
4247 Dixie Canyon 4V0.11  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

Dear Chip, 

I road and annotated immediately and 1  loved it! 

if you ever get the paees before 2 plus the missing 11 and 144, I'd like to see them. 

At some point I supeose contracted sources were lised. They interest me and I can 

identify a number not reported in the papern I've seen. 

Day before yeuterdey I had a phone call in a very friendly tone free a weeen l  had 

trouble comprehending (my hearing impediment) whose name is Hooconi and who said she is 

with Rliver Stone in Dallas. According to her they had just gotten my letter written him 

so long aeo. Her friendly tone rather surprised me because it is not the reaction I'd 

expect from that letter. She professed him to be a fan of my first three books, the only 

ones of which they knew. and she included Oswald in New Orleans as one and the one he and 

she like most of all. 

She asked if they might phone again yesterday or today and I told them of course. 

I also told her that their bed flack, Andrea Jaffe. has ordered WW 	and pout Mortem 

via Vroman*a bookstore, that the store had to een a couple of weeks to prepare the order 

dorm and then had deleyed mailing it, although they'd marked it rush, but that I'd eent 

the booked eireetly to Jaffe by return roll. "o delay here. 

I added to this that because it seemed unusual that the order had been for those two 

books only I'd thought about it and realized that in only those tun bode) I had facsieile 

reporduction of Commission executive session transcripts. So, if they heve an interest in 

the oth4r lax teanseripts e'll make xeroxes for then for the cost of the xeroxing plus 

the time of the student who is helping me part-time. Xt had occured to me that those two 

trensorepte lend theeeelvee to Garrisonian uses. Later I realized that those are the two 

last of ny JFK bookn and that if, say. Steve Jaffe or eareison or another were their 

source of ey books they did not have all of them. 

An actor, Paul Least. told no that when Stone interviewed him he'd told atones that 

he had to know about my work and when Stone requested it he gave him uy phone nuebee. 

If by the tires you get this you have not sent me the hearings 'aeinnoripts and will 

be more than a few days completing the copying, I'd appreciate it if you send those you 

have copied because unlese you have made a list of the witnesses and the volume and pages 

of their testimony that is something I want the student who is helping me parttime to 

do to save my time in reading them. 

Thanks and beet to you both, 


